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ABSTRACT
We deal with the problem of document representation for
the task of measuring semantic relatedness between docu-
ments. A document is represented as a compact concept

graph where nodes represent concepts extracted from the
document through references to entities in a knowledge base
such as DBpedia. Edges represent the semantic and struc-
tural relationships among the concepts. Several methods
are presented to measure the strength of those relation-
ships. Concepts are weighted through the concept graph
using closeness centrality measure which reflects their rel-
evance to the aspects of the document. A novel similarity
measure between two concept graphs is presented. The simi-
larity measure first represents concepts as continuous vectors
by means of neural networks. Second, the continuous vectors
are used to accumulate pairwise similarity between pairs of
concepts while considering their assigned weights. We eval-
uate our method on a standard benchmark for document
similarity. Our method outperforms state-of-the-art meth-
ods including ESA (Explicit Semantic Annotation) while our
concept graphs are much smaller than the concept vectors
generated by ESA. Moreover, we show that by combining
our concept graph with ESA, we obtain an even further im-
provement.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content
Analysis and Indexing; I.2.4 [Artificial Intelligence]: Se-
mantic Networks; I.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]: Text Anal-
ysis
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1. INTRODUCTION
Semantic relatedness, or similarity between documents

plays an important role in many textual applications such
as information retrieval, document classification and cluster-
ing, question answering and more. Measurement of semantic
relatedness comprises two constituents: an e↵ective repre-
sentation of documents, and a similarity measure between
documents in terms of their respective representations.

Most document representations map the documents to
vectors of a fixed length, aiming to map semantically re-
lated documents to close vectors in the vector space. The
simplest representation of these is the bag-of-words, where a
document is represented as a vector of frequencies organized
with respect to a vocabulary of words. Component i of the
vector reflects the frequency, in the represented document,
of the i-th word of the vocabulary. Bag-of-words only repre-
sents the syntax of the words and their frequencies. It does
not address multiple meanings of same word or synonymy of
words. It also totally ignores the order of the words in the
document.

Latent topic models, such as Latent Semantic Analysis

[5], Latent Dirichlet Allocation [2], or Word2Vec [11], map
words and documents to vectors whose components repre-
sent latent topics. The (configurable) length of those vectors
is much smaller than with bag-of-words. The e↵ectiveness of
this representation for indication of semantic relatedness of
documents was experimentally verified. The latent topics,
however, are hard to interpret, they are not as intuitive as
the components of the bag-of-words vectors.

The growing popularity of Semantic Web, Wikipedia, DB-
pedia and other universal knowledge bases, brought a new
type of representing vectors, where the i-th component re-
flects the relative weight, or relevance of the i-th concept of
the knowledge base in the represented document. Thus, the
length of these concept vectors equals the number of con-
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cepts in the knowledge base, which could be in the millions.
Nevertheless, the simple correspondence between compo-
nents and concepts makes these vectors intuitive, easier for
human interpretation. Gabrilovich and Markovitch initiated
this direction with their ESA [7].

The representations and similarity measurements described
above have some shortcomings. The bag-of-words model
lacks reflection of the semantics of the text. The topic mod-
els (both latent and explicit) do not consider the structure
and relationships among the topics or concepts used for the
representation.

In this paper we propose a novel document representation
and a measurement of similarity, that combine the advan-
tages of them all. Specifically, our method i) uses topic
models that are based on explicit concepts ii) considers the
relationships among the concepts and iii) uses neural net-
work based methods to represent concepts (as opposed to
words) as continuous vectors.

For document representation we build a graph whose nodes
are explicit concepts from a knowledge base. Similarly to
Schuhmacher and Ponzetto [16], we extract the concepts di-
rectly from the document text using a mention detection
tool such as SpotLight [4] or TagME [6]. However, there are
several di↵erences from [16]. First, we observe that some
concepts may be closely related to the main aspects of the
document while others may drift. Consider, for example,
the text segment:

The study shows an increase in forced abortions, fe-

male infanticide

Where concepts study, forced abortions and female
infanticide are detected. Obviously, concept study is not
as relevant to the text’s aspect as the other two concepts.

Thus we assign weights to nodes in the graph as described
below, while [16] only assigns weights to edges in the graph.
The second major di↵erence from [16] is that our similarity
measure exploits the assigned weights with an extension of
Word2Vec [11] to represent concepts as continuous vectors,
while the similarity in [11] is based on Graph Edit Distance
that considers only transitions between nodes in the graph.

To capture the relative importance, or weight, of the de-
tected concepts, we arrange them as nodes in a concept

graph, and use the knowledge base to assign weights to edges
between each pair of concepts. We consider di↵erent types
of relationships and structural links among the concepts and
their environment in the knowledge base. Similarly to [9],
we argue that concepts with higher coherence are more im-
portant to the aspects of the document. To evaluate the
coherence of each concept with other concepts, we use the
concept’s level of centrality, which measures its closeness,
through the weighted edges of the concept graph, to the
rest of the concepts. We take the concept’s centrality level
to be its weight in the concept graph.

To evaluate semantic relatedness between two documents,
we measure the similarity between their concept graphs as
the weighted sum of contributions from all pairs of nodes,
one from each graph, of their pairwise similarity. The weights
are the weights of the nodes in their respective concept
graphs. We suggest several pairwise similarity measures,
one of which is a novel measure, for which we propose Con-

cept2Vec that expands upon Word2Vec [11] to represent a
concept as a continuous vector of 200 dimensions.

We evaluate our document representation and similarity
measures on LP50 [10], a standard benchmark for docu-

ment similarity. We show that our method outperforms the
state-of-art method ESA, while our concept graphs are much
smaller than the concept vectors generated by ESA. More-
over, we show that by combining our concept graph with
ESA, we exceed each method separately, thus outperform-
ing all other known systems.

To summarize, our contributions are the following:

• We propose a document representation as a concept
graph whose nodes and edges are weighted. In its
weighted edges, the concept graph reflects the strength
of relationships among concepts and their environment.
We propose several methods to weight the edges, and
propose the centrality measure to assign weights to the
nodes, which indicate the importance of the di↵erent
concepts to the aspects of the document.

• We propose Concept2Vec for representing concepts as
continuous vectors using neural networks that extend
Word2Vec from words to concepts.

• We propose a measure of similarity between concept
graphs.

• We evaluate our method on a document similarity bench-
mark and show that it outperforms other methods. We
conduct extensive experiments to verify the e↵ective-
ness of each of the components of our method.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents related work. Section 3 provides an overview of
our methods. Section 4 describes the detailed techniques to
build the concept graph and in Section 5 we describe how we
assign weights to the concepts in the concept graph. Section
6 introduces the Concept2Vec and the similarity measure be-
tween two concept graphs. Section 7 evaluates experimental
results and we conclude our paper in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK
One of the first, plain representations introduced is the

bag-of-words, where the document is represented by the multi-
set (bag) of the words making up its text. This gives rise to
the Vector Space Model (VSM) [15], where all documents are
represented as vectors of same number of components, being
the size of the underlying word vocabulary. Component i of
the vector representing document d reflects the frequency of
the i-th vocabulary word in d. By VSM, semantically re-
lated documents are represented by close vectors, or points,
in the vector space. Specifically, similarity between docu-
ments is measured by the angle (or the cosine of the angle)
between their representing vectors. Optional tunings of the
vector’s entries, like idf weighting, or normalization by doc-
ument length, are often used, having been shown to enhance
accuracy of indication of semantic similarity. Bag-of-words
does not address polysemy (the same word can have multi-
ple meanings) and synonymy (two words can represent the
same concept), and it totally ignores the order of the words
in the document. It is thus weak in reflecting an overall
semantic meaning of the document. Subsequent, more intri-
cate variations of VSM [18][14] aim at alleviating this prob-
lem through employing an extended vocabulary of pairs of
words, or even larger sets, building on the distributional hy-
pothesis by which words that occur in similar contexts tend
to have similar meanings.
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Also building on same hypothesis, latent topic models
such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [5], Latent Dirich-

let Allocation (LDA) [2], or Word2Vec [11], establish asso-
ciations between words, or terms that occur in similar con-
texts, associations that are extracted from example corpora.
The methods di↵er in the way they derive these associations
from the example data, ranging from mathematical opera-
tions on matrices formed from the bag-of-words vectors, to
neural networks, but similar in the expression of the de-
rived associations through the representation of words and
documents as (continuous) vectors, of a much lower (con-
figurable) dimension than the original bag-of-words vectors,
such that vectors representing semantically similar words or
documents are close to one another in the vector space, as
can be measured by the cosine distance between them. La-
tent topic models circumvent synonymy since they map the
documents into a vector space of (latent) topics instead of
using words. These latent topics, however, are hard to inter-
pret, they are not as intuitive as the original bag-of-words
vectors.

With the proliferation of Semantic Web, Wikipedia, DB-
pedia and other universal knowledge bases, which are con-
tinually expanded by the general crowd, and abundantly
referenced as a source of high dimensional space of fine
grained natural concepts, a new form of vector represen-
tation evolved, which reflects the knowledge base concepts
that are relevant to the represented document. The seman-
tic meanings of a document, as expressed through these con-
cepts, is easier for human interpretation. Explicit Semantic

Analysis (ESA) by Gabrilovich and Markovitch [7] was pi-
oneering in this direction, expressing of the meaning of any
text in terms of a weighted vector of Wikipedia concepts.
Wikipedia contains an article for each of its concepts, whose
title is that concept. ESA quantifies the strength of associ-
ation assoc(w, c) of word w with concept c as the TFIDF
weight of word w in the Wikipedia article titled c. The
strength of association assoc(T, c) of text T with Wikipedia
concept c is defined as the sum, over the words {wi} of
T , of assoc(wi, c) multiplied by the TFIDF weight of wi

in T . These assoc(T, c) values, organized in a vector whose
length is the number of Wikipedia concepts (a few millions),
form the ESA representation of T . The Wikipedia concepts
that make up the ESA representation have explicit semantic
meanings, and are intuitive for human understanding, as op-
posed to the obscure topics of the above latent topic models.
Similarly to the previous methods, semantic relatedness of
documents is measured by the cosine of the angle between
their respective concept vectors.
While ESA totally ignores Wikipedia’s wikilinks, which

are its inter-article links, Yeh et al. [19] employ a random
walk on the Wikipedia graph, whose nodes are Wikipedia’s
articles, or concepts, and edges – its wikilinks. The walk
starts with a distribution of mass over the nodes, a distri-
bution derived from the given text, either as the end result
of ESA on the given text, or through detection of mentions
of Wikipedia concepts in the text, by existing or especially
developed tools. The stationary distribution converged to
by the random walk yields the representation of the text as
a vector whose length equals the number of Wikipedia arti-
cles. Semantic relatedness between two texts is computed as
with ESA - by the cosine similarity of their concept vector
representations.

Unlike ESA that uses a large number of concepts, methods
like Schuhmacher and Ponzetto [16] only reference a small
number of DBPedia concepts, relying, instead, on their ex-
plored inter-relatedness. Given a text, mentions of DBPedia
concepts within it are first identified using existing tools,
such as SpotLight [4] or TagME [6]. A graph is then gener-
ated whose nodes are the identified concepts, and the con-
cepts which are connected to them through a semantic re-
lation found in DBpedia, and whose edges are these applied
DBpedia semantic relations. The edges are further weighted
using information theoretic measures, independent of the
given text, aiming to capture the degree of associativity be-
tween the concepts connected by each edge. Semantic re-
latedness between two documents is measured by a tailored
variation of the graph edit distance (GED) between their re-
spective graph representations, a variation which only con-
siders distance between nodes. Node distance, in turn, is
computed along the paths of DBpedia’s semantic relations,
weighted as suggested above. For similarity between doc-
uments, the nodes themselves are not weighted, namely, a
pair of nodes (one from each graph) contributes the distance
between them to the total edit distance, without any notion
of weight, or significance to the analyzed text, of each node
relative to the other nodes in its graph. In contrast, we as-
sign weights to nodes based on their importance in the text
and our similarity measure combines the weights with an
extension of Word2Vec [11] for concepts’ representation.

Huang et al [9] continue a line of works that represent a
document using a bag of words and concepts. They define
several features that capture concept centrality. Some of
their features consider the local concept centrality of con-
cepts among other concepts in the same document. For
document similarity they define other features that consider
the relative concept centrality of concepts in one document
with respect to concepts in the other document. Altogether,
a total of 17 features are specified. They use machine learn-
ing to learn the weights of the features. Our method uses
a similar notion of centrality, although slightly di↵erent in
the details, and fewer features. We believe that our results
can improve with additional features, and with tuning per
subject domain.

3. OVERVIEW
In this section, we overview our concept graph and its

generation from a given document. Techniques are specified
in detail in section 4.2.

The key idea of document representation by a concept
graph is to link the concepts in the document text to enti-
ties of a knowledge base, and to explore the structural and
semantic information among them in the knowledge base, to
create a graph for these entities. Based on the observation
that the core aspects of a document should be a set of closely
related concepts, we measure the centrality, over the graph,
of each concept to obtain its weight.

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of our method. First,
given the input document, we use an existing mention de-
tection tool such as Spotlight [4] or TagMe [6] to detect the
mentions in the document text. A mention is a term/phrase
in the text that corresponds to a defined concept in the
knowledge base. In this paper, we use DBpedia as our
knowledge base. The English version of DBpedia 2014 com-
prises 4.58 million concepts, each corresponds to aWikipedia
article. These are annotated with 583 million facts. Given
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Figure 1: Architecture of our method

the following document text, for example, the tool will de-
tect four mentions and their corresponding concepts (shown
in brackets).

Gambling [http://dbpedia.org/resource/Gambling] increases

aggregate demand [http://dbpedia.org/resource/Aggregate

demand] for goods and services [http://dbpedia.org/resource/

Goods and Services] in the economy [http://dbpedia.org/resou

rce/Economy]

The nodes of the concept graph are the detected concepts
in the given document. We measure the strength of asso-
ciation between each pair of concepts, based, as follows, on
their features and their relationship in the knowledge base.
Any pair of concepts with a non-zero association between
them is connected by an edge in the concept graph, whose
weight is taken to be the strength of that association. The
inter-concept association is calculated as a combination of
three types of associations, each reflecting the extent of sim-
ilarity, or relatedness of the concepts in the scope of one
feature:

• Context association: relative frequency of occurrence
of both concepts in same contexts.

• Category association: how close the concepts are in
the knowledge base taxonomy of categories

• Structure association: the related structural informa-
tion from the knowledge base

Once the edges are determined, the centrality of each node
in the concept graph is computed, and set to be the weight
of the node.

Finally we define several measures of similarity between
two concept graphs which aim to reflect the semantic relat-
edness of the documents they represent.

4. CONCEPT GRAPH GENERATION
We start with a brief background of the DBpedia knowl-

edge base and continue to a detailed description of the gen-
eration of our concept graph.

4.1 DBpedia Data
As aforementioned, our method relies on the semantic as-

sociation and structural relationship from a knowledge base.
We choose DBpedia [1] as our knowledge base due to its large
coverage and variety of relationship types on both ontology
level and instance level. The proposed approach, however,

Figure 2: Referenced DBpedia Data

could also be applied to other knowledge base such as YAGO
[8] or Freebase.

DBpedia is a crowd-sourced community e↵ort to extract
structured information from Wikipedia and make this infor-
mation available on the Web. Every Wikipedia page has a
corresponding concept in the DBpeida knowledge base. DB-
pedia is provided as a collection of files, or datasets, each
with a specific type of data. Figure 2 shows the part of
DBpedia data that we reference in this paper, that com-
prises instance level data and ontology level data. For the
instance level data, we use the Wikipedia pagelinks dataset,
that was created from the internal links between Wikipedia
articles, and the mapping based infobox dataset, which is
a clean version of the Wikipedia infoboxes, that together
describe 4.58 million concepts and the relationship among
them. We use the former dataset to measure context asso-
ciation between concepts, and the latter, which specifies re-
lations like, e.g., relationship dbpedia-owl:spouse between
concept Bill Clinton and concept Hillary Rodham Clin-
ton – to measure structural association between concepts.
For the ontology level data, we use the article categories
dataset from DBpedia to provide the classification informa-
tion for each instance and we use the taxonomy of categories
dataset to measure the category association between con-
cepts. The reason to use the article category dataset is that
it has quite a large coverage and is constantly evolving.

4.2 Concept Graph Builder
Given a document, we first extract its concepts by employ-

ing a mention detection tool. The extracted concepts form
the nodes of the concept graph. The edges of the graph
represent the relationships between the concepts as derived
from DBPedia, through the three kinds of association be-
tween concepts: context association, category association
and structure association. In the following subsections, we
describe how we measure the extent of these associations.

4.2.1 Context Association

Context association between two concepts reflects how of-
ten both concepts share contexts. In Wikipedia, we take
shared contexts to be shared incoming links, i.e., pages that
point to both concepts. A large number of shared incoming
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links indicates a high context association. Given two con-
cept m1 and m2 we use the metric from [12] to measure their
context associations. Let M1 and M2 denote the respective
sets of incoming links to m1 and m2, then

ctxt(m1,m2) = 1�
log (max (|M1|, |M2|))� log (|M1 \M2|)

log |W |� log (min (|M1|, |M2|))
(1)

where |W | is the total number of concepts in the knowledge
base.

4.2.2 Category Association

As mentioned in Section 4.1, DBpedia provides with cat-
egory information for each concept, and a taxonomy of cat-
egories. Categories are intended to group together pages
on similar subjects. Hence, if two concepts belong to the
same Wikipedia category, they are associated with the same
topic. Through the Wikipedia taxonomy of categories, We
measure similarity of categories to evaluate the level of cat-
egory association between concepts. Given two concepts m1

and m2, let C1 = {c11, c12, . . . , c1p}, and C2 = {c21, c22,
. . . , c2q} denote the respective sets of categories that m1

and m2 belong to. We measure the category association be-
tween these two concepts by first finding the pairwise simi-
larity between any two individual categories c1i and c2j , and
then combining the pairwise category similarities between
all pairs of categories one from C1 and the other from C2,
to form the groupwise similarity between C1 and C2, which
is set to be the level of category association between the
given two concepts. Next we define three workable pairwise
similarity measures, and their combination into groupwise
similarity.

Pairwise category similarity. Several works [13, 17]
proposed to calculate the similarity of two categories in a
taxonomy based on the specificity, or the information con-
tent of the categories. First, the information content score
IC(c) is computed for each node c in the taxonomy. Then
given two nodes ci and cj in the taxonomy, let MSCA(ci, cj)
denote the common ancestor of ci and cj with highest infor-
mation content, then the pairwise similarity of ci and cj is
computed as follows.

pairwise(ci, cj) =
IC(MSCA(ci, cj))
IC(ci) + IC(cj)

Di↵erent metrics are proposed to measure the information
content of a node in the taxonomy [13]. The idea is that the
more specific the node is in the taxonomy, the higher is its
information content. In general, those metrics are either in-
trinsic or extrinsic. An intrinsic metric considers only the
topological properties of the taxonomic backbone, whereas
an extrinsic metric [13] also considers the instances that be-
long to each category in the taxonomy. In this paper, we try
two intrinsic and one extrinsic metrics.

The first intrinsic metric uses the depth of the category in
the taxonomy, i.e., its specificity, as its information content.
Formally,

ICdepth(c) =
log (max (depth(c)))
log (max depth)

where max depth denotes the maximum depth of the taxon-
omy. Note that the ICdepth assumes that the given taxon-
omy is a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph). However, the tax-
onomy of Wikipedia categories does contain cycles. More-

over, the set of Wikipedia categories contains a large num-
ber of “Administrative” categories which define the status or
stage of the pages, ignoring any semantic information about
the page, and thus should not be considered in our metrics.
In Appendix A we describe how we cleaned the taxonomy
from cycles and administrative categories.

The second intrinsic metric considers the number of de-
scendants of a category in the taxonomy to measure its in-
formation content. A large number of descendants indicates
generality, or lower specificity. The descendants based infor-
mation content of a category c is defined as

ICdesc(c) = 1� log (|D(c)|)
log (|C|)

where D(c) denotes the set of descendants of category c and
C – the set of all categories in the taxonomy.

Extrinsic metrics consider also the number of instances
that belong to a category. A large number of instances indi-
cates a general, less specific category. For example, category
American has a larger number of instances than category
Presidents of United States. Formally,

ICinst(c) = 1� log (I(D(c)))
log (I(C))

where I(D(c)) denotes the number of instances that belong
to category c or its descendants, and I(C) denotes the total
number of instances in DBPedia.

In Section 7, we compare these metrics experimentally.
Groupwise category similarity. Given two concepts

m1 and m2 and their categories C1 = {c11, c12, . . . , c1p} and
C2 = {c21, c22, . . . , c2q}, for each c1i 2 C1, find best(c1i)
which is the maximal pairwise similarity between c1i and
any category c2k in C2. Similarly, find best(c2j) for each
c2j 2 C2. Groupwise similarity denoted by cat(C1, C2)) is
defined as the average best similarity over all pairs,

cat(C1, C2) = 0.5 ⇤
Pp

i=1 best(c1i)

p

+ 0.5 ⇤
Pq

j=1 best(c2j)

q

(2)

4.2.3 Structure Association

Wikipedia infoboxes contain information about concepts
and their various types of relationships, thus inducing a
structural graph, G(V,E), over the concepts, whose edges
e 2 E are labeled by predicates pred(e) that indicate the
type of the relationship. We define the weight of an edge e

to be

w(e) = log (|pred(e)|)/ log (|E|)

where |pred(e)| is the frequency of pred(e) in E. Our in-
tuition is that frequent predicates represent a general, less
significant relationship. We thus define the structure asso-
ciation between two concepts m1, and m2, as the inverse
of the sum of the weights of the edges e1, e2, . . . , ek of the
shortest path from m1 to m2:

struct(m1,m2) =
1

Pk
1 w(ek)

(3)

To find the shortest path between m1 and m2, we use bi-
directional breadth first search, and we set a threshold k to
constraint the number of steps to guarantee performance. If
we find no path within k steps, we set struct(m1,m2) = 0.
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5. ASSIGNING WEIGHTS TO CONCEPTS
In the concept graph we generate for a given document,

we assign weights to the concepts to reflect their relevance to
the aspects of the document. We use two weight assignment
methods: a global method that is based on the strength of
the semantic relationships among the concepts, and a lo-
cal method that is based on content similarity between the
Wikipedia page of the concept and the given document.

5.1 Concept Graph based Weights
In graph theory and network analysis, centrality measure-

ment is used to identify the most important nodes within a
graph/network, the most influential persons in a social net-
work, key infrastructure nodes in the Internet and more.
According to di↵erent criteria of “importance” which suit
di↵erent purposes, di↵erent graph properties of a node are
considered for the evaluation of its centrality [3]. The most
popular properties are: (1) degree, or number of ties that
the node has, as high degree indicates popularity in the net-
work, (2) closeness, or the inverse of the sum of the node’s
distances (length of shortest path) to all other nodes in the
network, and (3) betweenness, or the number of shortest
paths, between any two other nodes, that go through the
node, as a node of high betweenness is critical to establish
the short connections for other nodes in the network.

The set of concepts to represent the aspects of the docu-
ment should be closely related, close to one another in the
concept graph. We thus chose to measure centrality, or im-
portance of a node, through its closeness property. Instead
of using the shortest path between two concepts as in the tra-
ditional method, we define the distance between two nodes
as the inverse of the weight of the edge between them in
the concept graph. Let m1 and m2 be two concepts in the
concept graph. We define

dist(m1,m2) =

1

�1 · ctxt(m1,m2) + �2 · cat(m1,m2) + �3 · struct(m1,m2)

(4)

where �i are wieght parameters of the three types of associ-
ations.

Subsequently, we define the closeness based centrality of
a concept m as

centrality(m) =
1
|V | ⇤

X

mj2V

1
dist(m,mj)

(5)

where V is the set of concepts in the concept graph.

5.2 Content based Weights
Complementing the global centrality measure for scoring

a node in the concept graph is a local measure, being the
similarity between the Wikipedia page that represents the
concept and the document itself. We apply IR methods to
measure this similarity, specifically, we use the simple tf-idf
measure of document similarity. Formally, the content-based
score of a concept m with respect to document d is defined
as

content(m) =
!
m ⇤

!
d

k !
m k ⇤ k

!
d

k
(6)

where
!
m and

!
d

are the bag-of-words vector representations
of m and d respectively.

We use the content-based weights of concepts for two pur-
poses. First, we combine them with the centrality based
weights. Second, we use them to filter out concepts that may
be erroneously detected by the mention detection tool. Such
errors may happen due to wrong disambiguation of concepts
when mapping them to the knowledge base. A low content
similarity of a concept is an indication that the concept is
not related to the document. Therefore we remove concepts
that have a content similarity lower than some threshold.
For the remaining concepts we combine their centrality and
content weights using a linear combination.

6. SEMANTIC RELATEDNESS OF DOCU-
MENTS

Given two documents, D1 and D2, we generate both re-
spective concept graphs, and weight their nodes, as described
in Sections 4 and 5, and turn to compute the semantic re-
latedness between these documents in terms of features of
our concept graphs.

6.1 Pairwise Concept Similarity
A simple pairwise concept similarity is based on [12] which

considers the shared incoming links in the knowledge base.
We call it the Wikilink pairwise similarity, and use Eq. (1)
to measure it.

We present another, novel pairwise similarity measure be-
tween two concepts that uses a neural network to represent
concepts as continuous vectors.

6.1.1 Concept2Vector representation

We expand upon the Skip-Gram model by Mikolov et al.
[11] to represent concepts as continuous vectors. We refer
to our method as Concept2Vector. We first describe how we
train the model and then how we use it for similarity.

Data Corpus preparation. To train a model for repre-
senting concepts as vectors, we need a data corpus that pro-
vides the context of each concept. We exploit the Wikipedia
internal links for that. An internal link in a Wikipedia page
(referred to as wikilink) comprises a reference (hyperlink)
to another Wikipedia article and an optional surface form
that represents the referenced article. Since each Wikipedia
article corresponds to a concept in DBpedia, we consider
each wikilink as a reference to a DBpedia concept. We pre-
processed all wikipedia pages, replacing the surface form in
each wikilink by the title of the referenced article. If the
referenced article redirects to another page then we replace
the surface form by the title of the target page. Consider,
for example, the wikilink with a surface form Oxford Uni-
versity that references the page University_of_Oxford,
and assume that the concept Phi_Beta_Kappa redirects to
Phi_Beta_Kappa_Society. Then the text
“He is an alumnus of Georgetown University, where he

was a member of Kappa Kappa Psi and Phi Beta Kappa
and earned a Rhodes Scholarship to attend the Oxford
University”

is replaced by
“He is an alumnus of Georgetown_University, where he

was a member of Kappa_Kappa_Psi and Phi_Beta_ Kapp
a_Society and earned a Rhodes_Scholarship to attend the
University_of_Oxford”

After pre-processing, each page inWikipedia contains orig-
inal words (that do not appear as part of a wikilink) and the
concepts, each treated as one term.
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Figure 3: The Training Example for the Sentence

Model Usage. Based on Mikolov [11], Skip-Gram model
is better for infrequent-terms representation. Since the oc-
currence of links in Wikipedia is sparse we choose the Skip-
Gram model. The Skip-Gram model aims to maximize the
probability of current term based on its surrounding terms.
The parameters we used to train the model is as follows,
window size = 10, sub-sampling = 1e� 3, cuto↵ min-count
= 0. Figure 3 shows a model structure for the above text.

After the training, we obtain a vector for each term which
could be either a word or a concept. All vectors have the
same length, we took it to be 200. The model generates
the vectors for 4.27 millions concepts in total. Compared
with the total 4.58 millions concepts in DBpedia, the cov-
erage of the concepts is 93.2%, which covers most of use-
ful concepts already. The vector representation could be
further improved by completing more Wikipeida links. It
is observed that if a concept appears multiple times in a
Wikipedia article, usually the Wikipedia link is only added
for the first occurrence. Then we could try to add more links
by using the exact matching in the same article. If a phrase
in the following part of a Wikipedia article matches an ex-
plicit Wikipedia link, then we could add a new Wikipedia
link on the phrase. In this way, more Wikipedia links could
be generated, then we could obtain better and more com-
plete context of a concept. Thus, the quality of the vectors
could be improved.

The pairwise similarity between two concepts, m1 andm2,
is defined as the cosine similarity between their respective
Concept2Vector representations, ~m1 and ~m2:

Concept2V ecSim(m1,m2) =
~m1 ⇤ ~m2

k ~m1k ⇤ k ~m2k
(7)

We can also take the pairwise similarity to be a linear
combination of the above, as described in the experiments
section, Section 7.

6.2 Document Similarity
We extend the groupwise similarity measure of 4.2.2 by in-

corporating weights into the equation. Let {m1i}pi=1 be the
concepts in the concept graph of D1 and {m2j}qj=1 the con-
cepts in the concept graph ofD2. Let {w1i}pi=1 and {w2j}qj=1

be their respective weights. We define the semantic related-
ness between D1 and D2 as:

ConceptGraphSim(D1, D2) =

0.5 ⇤
Pp

1 w1i ⇤ best(m1i)Pp
1 w1i

+ 0.5 ⇤
Pq

1 w2j ⇤ best(m2j)Pq
1 w2j

(8)

where best(m1i) (best(m2j) respectively) is the best pair-
wise similarity for m1i (m2j respectively) over all concepts
in {m2j}qj=1 ({m1i}pi=1 respectively).

To derive the final similarity score of two documents we
combine the ConceptGraphSim with ESA [7] scores using a
linear combination.

The above two similarity measures are quite di↵erent from
each other. First, the ConceptGraphSim uses a small num-
ber of concepts detected directly from the document while
ESA uses a large vector of concepts that are supposed to
indirectly represent the document. Second, the Concept-
GraphSim uses a unique aggregation of the pairwise simi-
larities between pairs of concepts while ESA uses a cosine
similarity between two concept vectors. It should be noted
that the pairwise similarities of ConceptGraphSim between
each pair of concepts uses a cosine-similarity between their
continuous vector representations. Thus the ConceptGraph-
Sim comprises both a pairwise similarity and cosine similar-
ity.

7. PERFORMANCE STUDY
To verify the e↵ectiveness of our method we conduct com-

prehensive experiments to verify the contribution of di↵erent
parameters for the generation of the concept graph and for
its application to document similarity. Our results show that
the proposed concept graph captures the essential aspects of
the document content and it outperforms other methods for
semantic similarity of documents.

7.1 Experimental Testbed
Data Sets. We use the LP50 [10] dataset for evaluat-

ing our document semantic similarity. LP50 consists of 50
news articles from the Australian Broadcasting Corporation
(ABC). The documents are of varying length, from 51 to 126
words and they cover a number of broad topics. Each pair
of documents was judged by 8 to 12 di↵erent annotators,
who rated the pairs on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 indicates
“highly unrelated” and 5 – “highly related”. The final rate
of each pair was taken as the average over all its judgments.
The result is 1225 pairs with 67 distinct relatedness scores.

Evaluation metric. Similar to [10, 7, 16] we use the
Pearson linear correlation to measure the agreement with
the human judgments.

Experimental Setup. We make use of the TagMe [6] as
our mention detection tool. As described in section 6.1.1 we
processed Wikipedia to generate the Concept2Vector model.
We generated vectors for 3 million words and for 4 million
concepts. The vector for each term has 200 dimensions.
We set the threshold for filtering our concepts with a low
content similarity (section 5.2) to 0.001. We test a variety of
configurations of our method. The various parameters and
their values are shown in Table 1 with a reference in brackets
to the section where they are described. To evaluate each
parameter separately we fix the other parameters and vary
that parameter. The values in bold are the default values
that we fix when evaluating a specific parameter.

As we show in the rest of this section, the best results were
achieved using a simple linear combination of all described
parameters. Specifically for assigning weights to edges in the
concept graph of a document, the best results were achieved
when using a linear combination of ctxt (Eq. 1), cat (Eq. 2)
and struct (Eq. 3) similarity between two concepts. For as-
signing weights to concepts in the concept graph, the best
result was achieved when using a linear combination of the
centrality based weights (Eq. 5) and content based weights
(Eq. 6). For the pairwise similarity between a pair of con-
cepts, the best result was obtained by a linear combination of
Concept2VecSim (i.e the Cosine similarity between the vec-
tor representations of the two concepts) and the ctxt based
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Table 1: Configuration Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Category associa-
tion (4.2.2)

IC depth, desc, inst

Concept Graph
Centrality(5.1)

Dist ctxt, cat, struct,
ctxt+cat+struct

Concept weights
(5)

Weight none, centrality,
content, centrality
+ content

Pairwise Concept
similarity (6.1)

conceptSim ctxt, Con-
cept2VecSim,
ctxt + Con-
cept2VecSim

Document simi-
larity (6.2)

documentSim ConceptGraphSim,
ESA, Concept-
GraphSim + ESA

similarity (Eq. 1). Finally we show that for the overall docu-
ment similarity, a linear combination of our ConceptGraph-
Sim method with ESA yields the best results. We leave it
for future work to learn the parameters automatically.

All the experiments were conducted on a 2.8GHz Intel
Core machine with 8GB main memory running Windows 7,
and all our algorithms are implemented in Java.

7.2 Compare to state-of-the-art
We compare the best configuration of our method (using

the bold values of each parameter in Table 1) to the following
state-of-art methods in document similarity measurement,
i.e. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [5], Explicit Semantic
Analysis (ESA) [7], graph model (GED) [16], WikiWalk [19],
and ConceptLearned [9]. Table 2 shows the results. Our
method combined with ESA, termed ConceptGraphSim +
ESA achieved 0.786 Pearson correlation which outperformed
all other methods except ConceptLearned [9] which achieved
0.808. We should note that ConceptLearned [9] uses a rela-
tively large number of 17 features compared with our system.
Moreover, their weights are learned and tested using k-fold
cross validation on the same dataset, thus it might be over-
fitted to the LP50 benchmark. Our method is not domain
specific. Moreover, we believe that we could further improve
our performance on that dataset by combining more features
and learning their weights, but we leave it for future work.

Among the other methods, ESA achieved 0.72 Pearson
correlation. The method ESA Implemented is our imple-
mentation of ESA where we index the Wikipedia documents
into a Lucene1 index. To generate the ESA concepts vec-
tor for a given document, we use the document content as
a query to the Lucene index with a BM25 similarity model.
Similar to [19] we take the top-625 results as the ESA con-
cepts. We got some improvement 0.727 when we add to
the generated query, pairs of terms from the document con-
tent in a sliding window of size 7. Our method without ESA,
termed ConceptGraphSim achieves 0.745 correlation (p-value
= 2.02E � 217).
In general, both our method and ESA use a set of weighted

concepts to represent the document. Yet, there are several
di↵erences between the two. First, ESA uses a large number
of concepts while we use only the concepts that are detected
in the document. On average we use about 20 concepts for

1http://lucene.apache.org/

Table 2: Comparison with Existing Methods on the
LP50 dataset

Parameter Pearson correlation
LSA [5] 0.60
GED [16] 0.63

ESA paper [7] 0.720
ESA implemented 0.727
ConceptGraphSim 0.745

WikiWalk + ESA [19] 0.772
ConceptGraphSim + ESA 0.786

ConceptsLearned [9] 0.808

each document while ESA uses 625 concepts (lower numbers
achieved worse performance for ESA). Second, ESA uses just
a cosine similarity between two vectors while we explore all
pairwise similarity between pairs of concepts and take the
best matching combination.

Our hypothesis is that the two methods (ConceptGraph-
Sim and ESA) complement each other since each uses a dif-
ferent set of concepts and a di↵erent similarity measure. We
tried therefore to combine the two methods using a linear
combination. This follows the work of WikiWalk [19] that
also builds on top of ESA. They use personalized PageR-
ank on all Wikipedia pages where the personalized teleport
vector uses the ESA weights on concepts detected in the
document. As can be seen in Table 2, our method combined
with ESA achieve a higher correlation than WikiWalk with
ESA. It should be noted that WikiWalk report that their
ESA implementation achieved correlation of 0.766 so their
improvement over ESA is quite negligible. Moreover, the
WikiWalk implementation for document similarity requires
to run a personalized PageRank for each document which is
quite ine�cient compared with our derivation of weights.

Next we report the parameter tuning of the di↵erent con-
figurations of our method. Please be noticed that the per-
formance is reported without the combination with ESA.

7.3 Effect of Concept Weight Strategies
As discussed in Section 5, we provide two strategies to

assign weights to the concepts in the concept graph. The
first strategy, termed centrality, is based on the closeness
centrality of concepts in the concept graph (Eq. 4). The
second strategy, termed content is based on cosine similar-
ity between the bag-of-words vectors of the document and
the Wikipedia page that represents the concept (Eq. 6). Fur-
thermore, for the centrality based weights we presented three
di↵erent methods (termed ctxt, cat and struct) to measure
the similarity between pair of concepts. Table 3 shows the
e↵ect of the di↵erent weighting strategies on the final results
when fixing all other parameters to their default values.

For the centrality weights (Eq. 4) we try some simple lin-
ear combinations of the three association methods, namely
ctxt (Eq. 1), cat (Eq. 2) and struct (Eq. 3) . We try using
the ctxt level only (setting �1 = 1, �2 = 0 and �3 = 0),
combining the ctxt with struct (setting �1 = 1, �2 = 0 and
�3 = 1) and combining the three kinds of associations to-
gether. We can see that for the centrality weights, the best
correlation reaches 0.683 when using the three association
methods together. We tried also several weighted combina-
tion for the centrality weights with di↵erent values of the
�1,�2,�3 but we got similar results.
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Table 3: E↵ect of Centrality Metrics and Concept
Weight Strategies

Weight,Dist Pearson Corre-
lation

Concept
Associa-
tion for
Centrality

ctxt 0.663
ctxt+struct 0.672
ctxt+cat+struct 0.683

Concept
Weights

none 0.655
centrality 0.683
content 0.736
centrality + content 0.745

Table 4: E↵ect of Pairwise Concept Similarity
conceptSim Pearson Correlation

ctxt 0.725
Concept2VecSim 0.732

ctxt+Concept2VecSim 0.745

For the concept weights parameter, we see that the base-
line method which uses uniform weights (line that corre-
sponds to “none” in the table) got correlation of only 0.655.
The content-based weights achieve a correlation of 0.736
which is better than the correlation of 0.683 by the centrality-
based weights. It should be mentioned that the content-
based weights are similar to the weights used in ESA. Still we
show that by combining the centrality weights derived from
the concept graph with the content-based weights we get
an improved correlation of 0.745 compared to each method
separately.

7.4 Effect of Pairwise Concept Similarity
Table 4 shows the results for varying the Pairwise con-

cept similarity scorers while fixing all other parameters to
their default values. Our proposed Concept2VecSim method
which exploits the neural network representation of con-
cepts (Eq. 7) achieves correlation of 0.732 which is better
than the wikilinks based similarity, termed ctxt, (Eq. 1).
In addition, the Concept2VecSim is more e�cient than the
wikilinks based similarity since it uses a cosine-similarity be-
tween the continuous vectors of the two concepts which are
of size 200. In comparison, the ctxt similarity intersects two
sets of incoming links which could have a larger number of
elements.

Similar to the phenomena presented in the previous sec-
tion, the combination of several methods achieves better re-
sults than each method separately. We can see that using
a simple linear combination of ctxt with Concept2VecSim
method yields a correlation of 0.745 which is better than
the correlation of the two similarity measures separately.

7.5 Effect of IC Metrics for Category level As-
sociation

Table 5 summarizes results of experiments with di↵erent
IC (Information Content) metrics for calculating category
level association, as discussed in Section 4.2. We can see
that the three methods achieve quite similar results.

8. CONCLUSIONS
We presented concept graph for representing a document

using its detected concepts. The concept graph utilizes DB-

Table 5: E↵ect of IC on Category Level Association
Parameter Pearson Correlation

depth 0.745
desc 0.745
inst 0.746

Pedia to explore relationships among the detected concepts
and weighs the concepts according to their closeness cen-
trality to reflect their relevance to the aspects of the docu-
ment. We then presented a novel similarity measure Con-
ceptGraphSim between two documents by comparing their
concept graphs. The similarity measure first represents con-
cepts as continuous vectors using neural network and then
combines pairwise similarity between pairs of concepts us-
ing their continuous vector representations and their as-
signed weights. Our ConceptGraphSim combined with ESA
achieved Pearson correlation of 0.786 on the LP50 dataset
which outperformed other methods, except one system [9]
that achieved a better Pearson correlation of 0.808. We
believe that by adding more features as they did we can
improve our results. We further believe that the combina-
tion of concept based centrality with neural networks as we
demonstrated in our system, has a high potential that can
be further exploited to achieve better results.

We conducted an extensive evaluation on the various pa-
rameters of our method. We show that by combining sev-
eral weighting methods and several pairwise concept similar-
ity measures we improve over each method separately. For
example we show that the best strategy to assign weights
to concepts is achieved by combining their centrality-based
weights with content-based weights. Similarly, we show that
combining the pairwise similarity between continuous vector
representations of concepts with a pairwise similarity that
considers associated context, improves over each method
separately.

For future work, we plan to add more features and to
improve the quality of the concept graph representation by
either improving the accuracy of the mention detection tool
or enriching the concept graph with additional related con-
cepts from the knowledge base.
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APPENDIX
A. CLEANING WIKIPEDIA TAXONOMY

In Section 4.2.2, we mentioned that the computation of
similarity between Wikipedia categories through the taxon-
omy of categories is based on the assumption that the tax-
onomy is acyclic. The taxonomy is defined in the Wikipedia
category dataset of DBpedia by the skos:broader relation-

Figure 4: A Cycle in Wikipedia Category Hierarchy

ship specified between category pages. The taxonomy is the
implied directed graph, whose nodes are the categories, and
a directed edge leads from node c1 to node c2 for each pair of
categories c1 and c2 such that c2 is specified as skos:broader
in the page of c1. Namely, an edge leads from a category
to a broader, more general category. That directed graph is
supposed to be acyclic, inducing a global hierarchical tax-
onomy of categories. However, as Wikipedia categories are
defined and assigned in the hierarchy by humans, cycles are
unavoidable. For example, the cycle shown in Figure 4 is im-
plied by the skos:broader relations found in DBpedia pages
of categories.

We thus conducted a preprocessing step to remove edges
from the category hierarchy to make it acyclic. Detecting
a cycle, we removed an edge from it, which was selected by
the following heuristic. For each node v in the cycle, we
count the number, desc(v), of its descendants in the tax-
onomy, which are the nodes from each of which a directed
path leads to v, a path which does not visit any node on the
cycle but v. Now, since every edge e = (se, te) leads from
a category se to a broader category te, we expect desc(te)
to exceed desc(se). Our heuristic is thus to remove an edge
e = (se, te) where desc(te) < desc(se). If multiple edges
satisfy this requirement, we remove the one with largest dif-
ference desc(se) � desc(te). Based on this heuristic, we have
removed 2523 edges in total, leaving 1824523 edges in place.

Another issue mentioned in Section 4.2.2 is that the set of
Wikipedia categories also contains the administrative cate-
gories which are intended for use by editors or by automated
tools, based on features of the current state of articles. For
example, the concept Albert Einstein belongs to the cate-
gory Articles with unsourced statements. These administra-
tive categories hinder the evaluation of category level asso-
ciation, since two concepts that belong to the same admin-
istrative category do not have semantic similarity. There is
no explicit indication of an administrative category, and we
tried to identify them through their being subcategories of
Category : Wikipedia administration. However, we could
not simply remove a whole subgraph, since it may include
many topic bearing categories. Wikipedia maintains some
naming conventions for editors to assign the title on each
Wikipedia page. Relying on these, we propose the follow-
ing three conditions on the category name, aka label, each
of which implies an administrative categories. i) The la-
bel begins with WikiProjects, Wikipedia, or Articles, e.g.,
Category:Articles_needing
_translation_from_French_Wikipedia ii) The label ends
with stubs, templates, e.g., Category:England_RL_templates
iii) The label contains missing, cleanup, unknown, pages,
e.g., Category:Year_of_death_missing

Employing the above conditions, we identified and re-
moved 62509 administrative categories, leaving 798962 cat-
egories in place.
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